
Agile Fine Tuning



A new paradigm of 
Digital Transformation



Customer
collaboration

Responding
to change

Working
software

Agile manifesto

Individuals
and 

interactions



… only 17% of teams are 

high performing….

… the reality is usually quite different...



Little maturity and experience 
of teams and managers

value contributed to the 
business in a subjective way

Information and indicator gaps

Lack of visibility on the efficient 
use of the allocated budgeT



INICIO



Value,         

profitability, 

transparency, 

monitoring, 

objectivity,   

flexibility, 

satisfaction,     

control START







Honeymoon is over.  
Conflict, misunderstandings 
and challenges will arise

Roles and responsibilities are assigned 
Team members are positive and polite

Team members 
adjust work habits 
and behaviors to 
work better together

Team 
functions as a 
well organized 
and cohesive 
unit. Issues 
are resolved 
co-operatively. 
Good progress 
towards the 
shared vision 
of the project 
goal. 

Leader as directive

Leader as influencing

Leader as participating

Leader as delegating







EXTERNAL 
REFERENCE

PRODUCT VS. 
PRICE

CONTINUOUS 
RELEASE

CONTRACTUAL 
FRAMEWORK

ACT OF FAITH

LACK OF 
COMPROMISE

DIGITAL 
ARQUITECTURE

STOPPERS

TEAMS BUILDING

LACK OF 
STANDARIZATION

INTERPRETATION

PRODUCT 
BLURRING

USE OF TOOLS

Metrics and Teams

ProcessGovern

Strategy



360 Overview

... a stable team longer 

to 6 months guarantee 

around 15% of efficiency 

improvement due to his own 

maturity.
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360 Overview …the "go live" 

phase is a 

bottleneck for  20% 

of teams

…the rotation inside of teams 
penalizes their efficiency from 
25% up to 40%

…the product cost is 
between 15% and 20% 
more expensive than in 
traditional environments

... a stable team longer to 

6 months guarantee around 

15% of efficiency 

improvement due to his own 

maturity.



360 Overview

…pay more is not the same as being more expensive.

Looking for a balance between rate, efficiency ... 

and quality.



Quality

A 25% of teams 
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efficiency improvement 

to errors correction.
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Quality

A 25% of teams 

allocates their 

efficiency improvements 

to errors correction.

… only 1 in 3 teams spends 
more than 50% of their time 
developing product… Hiring by time (T&M) 

fosters comfort zones 
that penalize efficiency.



Quality

… having highly efficient teams may be masking a 
lack of quality.
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Objective estimation and 
measurement

…change requests

increments 200% the

initial budget

…the measure of 

product helps to 

stablish 

homogeneous 

criteria related to 

US definition

…around 20% of teams' 

resists make their 

performance visible.

…aproximadamente, 

un 8% del producto 

generado no se 

encuentra 

documentado en 

ninguna Historia de 

Usuario.



Objective estimation and 
measurement

…any metric derived from the Story Point`s usage 

is based on subjective principles that tend to 

distort the real situation.



QUALITY360 

OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVE 

ESTIMATION

Any metric 

derived from 

using Story 

Point often 

misrepresents 

the actual 

situation.

Paying more is not 
the same as being 
more expensive:

Balance between 
rate, efficiency ... 
and quality. 

Highly efficient 
teams may be 
masking a neglect 
of quality.

Remember that…
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